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Abstract: Machine learning techniques will contribution towards making Internet of Things (IoT)
symmetric applications among the most significant sources of new data in the future. In this context,
network systems are endowed with the capacity to access varieties of experimental symmetric data
across a plethora of network devices, study the data information, obtain knowledge, and make
informed decisions based on the dataset at its disposal. This study is limited to supervised and
unsupervised machine learning (ML) techniques, regarded as the bedrock of the IoT smart data
analysis. This study includes reviews and discussions of substantial issues related to supervised
and unsupervised machine learning techniques, highlighting the advantages and limitations of each
algorithm, and discusses the research trends and recommendations for further study.
Keywords: machine learning; artificial intelligence; supervised learning; unsupervised learning; big
data; internet of things
1. Introduction
With the current inclination towards “smart technology”, data are being generated in symmetric
large quantum, resulting in the concept of big data. Big data can be defined based on the “Five V’s”:
high-velocity, high-volume, high-value, high-variety, and high-veracity. To fully exploit the usefulness
of big data, there should be an astute, cost-effective, and innovative technique for extracting and
processing raw data, thus leading to greater insight, problem-solving, and process automation [1].
The Internet of Things (IoT) has the capacity to generate novel datasets. Simply by mimicking such
various human sensory attributes as vision, hearing, and thinking, a machine can communicate to
another machine, exchange important information codes, and execute instantaneous decisions with
little human assistance [2]. The system must access experimental unprocessed data, originating from
diverse media within a network, study the data, and obtain useful information. Machine learning (ML)
technology is a specific type of algorithm that can be applied to many different domains, symmetric
data types, and symmetric data models [3]. Accordingly, ML is seen as providing a significant platform
towards achieving smart IoT applications [4].
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ML is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides machines with the ability to learn pattern
recognition [5]. In the absence of a learning algorithm, ML cannot be complete because it functions as
an input source for the model to understand the underlying attributes of the data structure. In the
literature, the learning algorithm is often referred to as a training set or training model. Thus, learning
algorithms are technically grouped into three main categories of learning (Figure 1) [6]:
1. Supervised learning. This learning algorithm uses samples of input vectors as their target vectors.
The target vectors are typically referred to as labels. Supervised learning algorithm’s goal is
to estimate the output vector for a specific input vector using learning algorithms. User-cases
that have target identifiers are contained in a finite distinct group. This is typically referred to
as classification assignment. When these targeted identifiers consists of one or more constant
variables, they are called regression assignment [5].
2. Unsupervised learning. This learning algorithm does not require labeling of the training set.
The objective of this type of learning is to identify hidden patterns of the analogous samples
in the input data. This is commonly called clustering. This learning algorithm provides
suitable internal understanding of the input-source information, by preprocessing the baseline
input-source, making it possible to reposition it into a different variable space of the algorithm.
The preprocessing phase enhances the outcome of a successive ML algorithm. This is typically
referred to as a feature extraction [7].
3. Reinforcement learning. This learning algorithm involves deploying similar actions or series
of actions when confronted with same problem with the aim of maximizing payoff [8]. Any
outcome that does not lead to favorable expectation is dropped and conversely. Expectedly, this
type of algorithm consumes lots of memory space and is predisposed in applications that are
executed continuously.
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This study will focus on supervised and unsupervised learning, as both are considered the main
pillars of the IoT smart data analysi [5]. Since, th re are numerous algorithms in ML tec nology,
assisting IoT big data an lysts in choosing the appropriate and suitable algorithm will enhance
their understanding of the topic as well as r duce their project execution completion time. The key
contributions of this study are the presentation of a com rehensiv analysis of th related literature on
supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques co id red as the main pillars of the IoT
smart data analysis. These techniques are investigated based on their r spective sub-domains, as well
as adv ntages and limitation to achieving precise, concrete, and concise conclusion. This article also
addre ses current research trends in I T smart dat , op n issues being pursued in this area.
The rest of this chapt r is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses taxonomies of supervised
nd unsupervised machine learning techniques based on their respective sub-domains with their
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advantages and limitations. Section 3 reviews the research trends and open issues. Section 4 elaborates
the conclusions and recommendations.
2. Taxonomies of Supervised and Unsupervised ML Algorithms
The majority of practical ML uses supervised learning. Supervised learning is a process of learning
an algorithm from the training dataset where the input variables and output variables are available. An
algorithm is used to learn the mapping function from the input to the output. The aim is to approximate
the mapping function so that when we have new input data, we can predict the output variables for
that data. Supervised learning problems can be further grouped into regression and classification
problems [9]. Unsupervised learning is where you only have input data and no corresponding
output variables. Unsupervised learning problems can be further grouped into clustering and feature
extraction problems [10]. The summarized taxonomy of supervised and unsupervised machine
learning algorithms is given in Figure 2. In addition, Table 1 provides a summarized comparison
of the basis and notable attributes, as well as advantages and limitations for each algorithm of the
sub-domains of a supervised and unsupervised ML. In the following subsections, a detailed discussion
is presented.
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Table 1. Summarized comparison of the basis and notable attributes, as well as advantages
and limitations.
Data Analysis Tasks ML Algorithm Advantages Disadvantages
Classification
KNN
• Very simple implementation.
• New data can be
added seamlessly.
• Robust against noisy
training data.
• It has the capability to modeling
complex classification problem
by a collection of less complex
local approximation.
• Maintain the information that
presents in the training data.
• Does not work well with
large dataset.
• Sensitive to unbalanced
training data.
• It is supervised lazy learner.
• Memory usage cost.
Naive Bayes
• Resulting interpretable model.
• Computational efficiency and
highly scalable.
• Good classification performance.
• Require a small number of data
points to be trained.
• It can deal with
high-dimensional data points.
• It assumes that all the
features are mutually
independent. However, in
real life, it is rarely that there
is no correlation between
features in raw data, which
in turn leads to negatively on
the classification accuracy.
Regression Linear Regression
• Model development is rapid
and straightforward.
• Useful when the relationship to
be modeled is not extremely
complex and if don’t have a lot
of data.
• Applicable only if the
solution is linear. In many
real-life scenarios, it may not
be the case.
• Algorithm assumes the input
residuals (error) to be
normally distributed but
may not be satisfied always.
Combining
Classification and
Regression
SVM
• Regularization capabilities.
• Handles non-linear
data efficiently.
• Solves both Classification and
Regression problems.
• Stability.
• Provide better
generalization capabilities.
• Choosing an appropriate
Kernel function is difficult.
• Extensive
memory requirement.
• Requires Feature Scaling.
• Time-consuming training.
• Difficult to interpret.
Random Forest
• It is considered one of the most
robustness and accurate
computational
learning algorithms
• Good performance on many
problem instances
including non-linear.
• It has the capability of detect
outliers and anomalies in
knowledgeable data.
• Overfitting can easily occur.
• Need to determine the
number of trees.
• Small perturbation in data
can significantly modify the
tree’s structure, which in
turn leads to produce
inaccurate interpretations.
Bootstrap Aggregating
• They often provide better
calcification accuracy results
than those obtained by
individual machine learning.
• Increasing of
computational complexity.
• loss of interaction among the
individual networks
during learning.
2.1. Supervised ML Algorithm
Most practical ML deploys supervised learning. In supervised learning, the available datasets are
called “true” datasets or “correct” datasets. The algorithm is “trained” by using these input datasets.
This is referred to as: training data. During this procedure, the algorithm roles reduces to making
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estimations on the given input experimental data and expanding or contracting its evaluations based
on the “ground truth” as baseline, repeating the process until the algorithm achieves some degree
of accuracy universally acceptable [11]. An ML algorithm will, typically, adjust and satisfies a cost
function. A cost function quantifies the error between the “ground truth” and algorithm calculations.
Minimizing the cost function, allows for training the model to yield results that align to more precise
values (ground truth). Minimizing cost function can be achieved with the utilization of a gradient
descent technique [12]. Different gradient descent techniques such as stochastic gradient descent,
momentum-based gradient descent, and Nesterov accelerated gradient descent [13] have been applied
to ML training paradigms. In an example where ‘m’ represents the number of trainings, each training
can be denoted in a pair, as follows: (x, y). In this example the x can signify the input experimental data
and y signifies the class identifier label. The input experimental data x represents an n dimensional,
while individual dimension links to an explicit feature or a specific variable. In this example, the ML
algorithm is aligned with a specific sensor system embedded in the program to accommodate the
IoT application. [14]. Supervised learning problems can be further grouped into classification and
regression problems [12]. In the following subsections, a detailed discussion is presented.
2.1.1. Classification Tasks
Classification is a technique to categorize the data into a desired and distinct number of classes
where a label is assigned to each class [15]. There are many methods to classify the data, a detailed
discussion about the types of classification algorithms is given in the following subsections.
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
The k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm is a supervised ML algorithm that can be used to
solve both classification and regression problems. However, it is more widely used in classification
problems [16]. There are three important aspects that are used to evaluate any algorithm, namely (i) ease
to interpret output, (ii) calculation time, and (iii) predictive power. KNN is simple, easy to implement,
and commonly used because its ease of interpretation and low calculation time. In classification and
regression problems, the input dataset comprises of k that is nearest to the training datasets deployed in
the featured set. The output is dependent if KNN is deployed to function as classification or regression
algorithm: (i) In the case of KNN classification, the ensuing result is a subject to a class membership
function [5]. To classify an object, a range of voting is executed by its neighbors. At the end of the
voting, the object is allocated to the class most prominent amongst its k nearest neighborhood (k is
supposedly a non-negative integer). On the occasion that, k = 1, the object is mapped to the class of its
single nearest neighborhood. (ii) For KNN regression, the ensuing result is the characteristic value for
the object which is the mean figure of k’s nearest neighbors. To locate the k of a data point, Euclidean
distance, L∞ norm, angle, Mahalanobis distance, or Hamming distance can be used as the distance
metric [17,18]. A KNN model is shown in Figure 3, for k = 3, imagine that in this example, the test
point (star) belonging to class B and for k = 6, the point is classified as belonging to class A. In this
example, KNN is a non-probabilistic and non-parametric model [19]. It is common for this to be the
first choice for a classification study when no prior knowledge of the data distribution is available. In
this illustration, KNN supplies all labelled input points. So, the question is raised what should be done
with the unknown sample or samples? Resolving this dilemma can lead to significant computational
expense. Classification of this type is based on a distance metric referred to as a similarity measure.
Any sample labeled as unknown must be then classified by majority vote of its k nearest neighbors.
Because complexity intensifies as the dimensionality goes up, dimensionality decrease approach [20]
becomes crucial prerequisite before deploying KNN. This is necessary to circumvent effects that might
eschew dimensionality. For example, KNN classifiers are used for stress detection in the monitoring
of human physiological signals [21] as well as in the detection of seizure activity in a patient with
epilepsy [22].
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With Figure 3 as our example, the problem can be formulated as; thus, let x connotes input dataset
(data point), while, its K nearest neighbors are denoted with Nk (x). Then, the estimated class label
identifier for x can be denoted as y, with the class variable using unassigned variable t. In addition, 1
(.) can indicate the attribute: 1 (s) = 1 if s is true and 1 (s) = 0 conversely. By way of compact notation,
the above classification assignment is depicted as [5]:
p(t = c|x, K) = K
∑
i∈Nk(x)
1(ti = c)
y = max
c
p(t = c|x, K)
(1)
Despite the benefits that can be achieved with this algorithm, (such as no training period) which
allows for new data to be added seamlessly without negative impact on the accuracy of the algorithm;
one major KNN shortcoming is requirement of large storage memory to store the whole training set
data. This unique attribute has reduced the acceptability of KNN in the face of high dimensional
datasets because of the increasing dimension cardinality, thus making it increasingly difficult for
the algorithm to calculate the norm between the dimensions. In addition, the KNN is sensitive
to noise in the dataset [23]. We need to manually input missing values and remove outliers. The
authors in [24] have addressed incident of large data sets via designing of a tree-based search with a
one-off computation. Additionally, the authors in [25] suggest a structure for learning multiple metric
combinations utilizing a vigorous and unique KNN classifier. Other authors [26] link KNN with a
rough-set-based algorithm that has been used for classifying travel pattern regularities.
Several improvement variants of the conventional KNN algorithm exists, typical the wavelet based
KNN partial distance search (WKPDS) algorithm [27], equal-average equal-norm nearest neighbor code
word search (EENNS) algorithm, and the equal-average equal-variance equal-norm nearest neighbor
search (EEENNS) algorithm [28].
Naive Bayes
A naive Bayes classifier is one of the numerous supervised machine-learning algorithms with
underlying principle derived from the Bayes’ Theorem, which assumes that data attributes are
statistically uncorrelated. Presented with a novel, unverified data point (input vector) x = (x1, . . . ,
xM), the task reduces to finding an algorithm that estimates the expected outcome with some level of
accuracy. In this regards, a naive Bayes classifiers assumes a model of choice. Naïve Bayes is a subset of
probabilistic classifiers which is motivated by Bayes’ theorem with the underlying “naive” postulation
of independence between the structures of x assumes the class variable t. The fundamental principle of
this theorem is based on the naive assumption that input variables are statistically uncorrelated from
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one another, i.e., the likelihood of inferring more information about other variables in the presence of
additional variable is slim. Using Bayes’ theorem, the form can be expressed as follows [29]:
p(t = c|x1, . . . , xM) = p(x1, . . . , xM|t = c)p(t = c)p(x1, . . . , xM) (2)
Invoking the naive independence model concept and after some simplifications, the result is:
p(t = c|x1, . . . , xM) ∝ p(t = c)
M∏
j = 1
p(x j|t = c) (3)
The form of the classification task can be expressed as follows [30]:
y = max
c
p(t = c)
M∏
j = 1
p(x j|t = c) (4)
where y connotes the estimated class identifier for x. Various naive Bayes classifiers adopts various
schemes and distributions to forecast p (t = c) and p (xj|t = c).
The naive bayes classifier requires fewer datasets for training, and is equipped to overcome the
curse of data points high-dimensionality while being robust and highly scalable [31]. Additionally,
the Naive bayes classifier is the model of choice for several user-cases of spam filtering [32], text
categorization, and automatic medical diagnosis [33]. On the other hand, the authors in [34] utilized this
algorithm to aggregate features for evaluating trust value and calculating the last numerical trust value
of the farm produce. Despite the benefits that can be achieved by this classifier, the main limitations of
this classifier (Naive Bayes) are the assumption of independent predictors and assumption that all
the attributes are mutually independent. However, in real life, it is almost impossible that we get a
set of predictors which are completely independent [30]. Conversely, if the categorical variable has a
category in the test data set, that are not visible in the training data set, then the model will assign
a 0 (zero) probability and thus, not useful to making estimate. In the literature, this phenomenon is
referred to as zero frequency. However, to overcome this issue, smoothing technique is often deployed.
The most common smoothing approach is the Laplacian estimation [35].
2.1.2. Regression Tasks
Regression models are used to predict a continuous value. A detailed explanation of the different
types of regression tasks, with some important concepts are presented in following subsection.
Linear Regression
Linear regression is a ML algorithm motivated by supervised learning and specifically designed to
implement regression task. Regression models aim to provide a prediction value based on independent
variables. It is prominent in understanding the relationship between variables and estimating possible
results [36]. The most salient point in regression models is the relationship existing dependent and
independent variables. The objective of linear regression is to learn a specific function f (x, w). In this
case, one would plot the following: f : φ(x)→ y. This is the linear amalgamation of a set of fixed linear
or nonlinear functions from the input variable. This can be symbolized as the basic function: φi(x) [29].
f (x,w) = φ(x)Tw (5)
where w signifies the weight vector (i.e., matrix), the equation would be conveyed as w = (w1, . . . ,
wD)T, and φ = ( φ1, . . . , φD)T. A broad range of basic functions exist to assist in creating this
application. For example: polynomial, gaussian, radial, or sigmoidal basic functions could be used in
this application [37].
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A key concern is training the model for application. Several approaches are available: ordinary
least square, regularized least squares, least-mean-squares (LMS) and Bayesian linear regression. The
LMS approach is very useful because it is quick, can easily be adapted to accommodate large data
sets, and can learn the parameter requirements over the internet by using stochastic gradient descent
(sequential gradient descent) [38]. Using the appropriate basic function, random nonlinearities in the
mapping from input variable to output variable can be identified. However, the use of fixed basis
functions can lead to significant shortcomings (e.g., an upsurge in input space dimensionality leads to a
precipitous increase in the cardinality of the fundamental functions) [39]. Linear regression algorithms
have a high execution rate [40]. For example, this algorithm is adept for analyzing and predicting
buildings energy usage.
In contrast, neural networks are effective in addressing certain fundamental functional issues
as well permitting the model to acquire the system parameters of the fundamental functionality. In
addition, neural networks have high computational capability in the face of novel data, due to its
compact nature. Additionally, they are properly tuned to solve regression and classification tasks.
Though, this comes with expense of large amount of experimental training data to train and learn
the model [41]. In the literature, the exposition of various types neural networks, utilizing various
architectures, use cases, and applications are common.
2.1.3. Combining Classification and Regression Tasks
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Classical support vector machine (SVM) is a support-vector network that can be utilized with
supervised learning models. This model is a non-probabilistic, binary classifier that can be used to
identify the hyperplane that divides classes of the training set. This provides a maximized margin. The
predicted label of a previously unobserved data point can be determined by the side of the hyperplane
on which it falls [42]. The major attraction of SWM is that with a few training points, a high degree
of accuracy is ensured. These training points are support vectors that can categorize any novel data
point in the network. SVMs not only perform binary classification, they are also able to do multiclass
classification. Four such models are: all-vs-all (AVA) SVM, one-vs-all (OVA) SVM, structured SVM [43],
and the Weston and Watkins version [44]. Besides linear classification, SVMs can perform non-linear
classification. This can be useful for finding the hyperplane of a non-linear functioning input variable.
For example, an input variable can be mapped into a high-dimensional feature space. This process is
referred to as a kernel trick [45]. To design this task, identify the typical vector of the hyperplane as
w and the parameter for controlling the offset of the hyperplane as b. To safeguard that SVM will be
able to control for outliers in the data, a variable εi can be introduced for every training point xi. This
is a slack variable that determines the distance that the training point encroached upon the margin
in units of |w|. In this example, a binary linear classification task can be designated as a constrained
optimization problem in the following manner [46]:
min
w, b,ε
f (w, b, ε) = 12 w
Tw + C
n∑
i = 1
εi
Subject to yi
(
wTxi + b
)
− 1 + εi ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . n; εi ≥ 0
(6)
where parameter C > 0 determines how heavily a violation is punished. Furthermore, the parameter C is
a hyperparameter whose choice are implemented either from cross-validation or Bayesian optimization.
There exist various strategies to address the constrained optimization problem in Equation (6). P-pack
SVM [47], quadratic programming optimization [48], and sequential minimal optimization [49] are
techniques that can be applied to this problem. SVM is an excellent supervised learning model
that can efficiently address high dimensional data sets. It is particularly effective for addressing
memory usage because it utilizes support vectors to facilitate prediction. However, this model has
a significant drawback in that it lacks technique to directly stipulate probability estimates. SVM is
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very suitable in numerous practical applications including hand-written identification problem [50],
image recognition [51], and protein arrangement [52]. Finally, it is possible to train SVMs in an online
fashion as discussed in [53]. The authors in [54] suggested a technique using Intel Lab Dataset; data
set composed of four basic environmental attributes of (temperature, voltage, humidity and light)
obtained via S4 Mica2Dot sensors. The authors in [55] applied SVM to classify traffic data.
Classification and Regression Trees (CART)
Classification and regression trees (CART) is a fast training algorithm that has found applicability
in classifying smart citizen behaviors [56]. Though some of the already discussed algorithms are
deployed in modelling machine learning, decision trees are unique. In the family of the classical
decision tree and its variant algorithms, random forest is among the popular approaches in use. In
the CART algorithm, the input domain is divided into bloc-aligned cuboid sections Rk, and then a
distinct classification or regression scheme is applied to each section to estimate the character of the
data points located in that section [57]. Presented with a novel, untested input experimental vector
(data point) x, the goal of estimating the appropriate target attribute could be described as binary tree
mechanism which corresponds to a successive decision-making approach. The primary purpose of a
classification algorithm is to predict a specific attribute for a given bloc. Meanwhile, the regression
algorithm focusses on predicting a constant for each bloc. Mathematically, the classification task
is formulated to recognize an attribute variable using a non-continuous random variable t and the
estimated attribute identifier for x by y. The classification task is denoted as follows [29],
p(t = c|k) = 1|Rk |
∑
i∈Rk
1(ti = c)
y = max
c
p(t = c|x) = max
c
p(t = c|k) (7)
Equation (7) connotes that it will be tagged by the most significant mode in its appropriate bloc [29].
Similarly, to model the regression task, let y represent the output vector by a number, t and the
estimated output vector for x by y. Then, the regression task is stated as,
y =
1
|Rk|
∑
i∈Rk
ti. (8)
The output vector for x is the average of the output vectors of data set in a specific region.
For CART training, the tree topology should be derived using the training set. This implies
obtaining the fragmented property at individual point, together with the limiting parameter figure.
Locating an ideal tree topology is an NP-complete problem. In the literature, this is known as a greedy
heuristic, which fashions the tree in a top-down approach and chooses the optimal fragmented point
by point to train CART. The problem of overfilling and attaining better generalization, requires that
some stopping criteria is necessary for the tree design. Some of the potential terminating benchmark
are; the highest depth attained, if the branch distribution is unadulterated, if the gains of separation is
lower than a certain benchmark, and if the cardinality of samples in every single branch is lower than
the criteria benchmark. Additionally, the pruning technique is effective in dealing with the problem
of overfitting [56,58]. The main advantage of CART is that it is rapid and adjustable to big data sets.
Unfortunately, it is responsive to the training set selected [59]. A significant drawback of this technique
lies in the unsmooth identification of the input domain since each bloc of the input domain is related
with a unique identifier [9].
Random Forests
Random forests or random decision forests are an ensemble learning method for classification,
regression and other tasks that operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time
and outputting the class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression)
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of the individual trees. In random forests, instead of training a single tree, an army of trees are trained.
Each tree is trained on a subset of the training set, chosen randomly along with a replacement, using a
randomly chosen subset of M input variables (features) [60]. There are two situations for estimating the
attribute of a novel, unexplored data point: (1) in classification tasks, is tuned as the highest occurring
identifiers predicted by each tree; (2) in regression tasks it is tuned as the average of the estimated
identifier by individual tree. A balance exists between various figures of M. A figure of M that is
insignificant results in arbitrary trees with low estimation capability, while a bogus figure of M might
result to very familiar arbitrary trees.
Random forests are noted to be extremely accurate. Nevertheless, this is at the expense of
meaningful human interpretability [61]. However, they are agile and dynamic for big data sets and
have many practical usages, typically including body pose recognition [62] and body part classification.
Bootstrap Aggregating
Bootstrap aggregating, often referred to as bagging, is a collaborative technique whose goal is to
enhance and improve the precision as well as the robustness of ML algorithms, resulting in a decrease
of overfitting issues. Using this approach, K novel M sized training datasets are arbitrarily selected
from the raw dataset with substitutions. Consequently, the newly selected data training set are trained
using a ML model [63]. The estimated identifier of a novel, untrained data point is denoted to be the
mode of the identifiers estimated by individual scheme in classification assignment and is denoted to
be the average of regression assignments. By using different ML schemes such as CART and neural
networks, their bagging schemes enhance results. Although, bagging deteriorates the operation of
robust models e.g., KNN. Typically, real-life usage scenarios include customer attrition prediction and
preimage learning [29].
2.2. Unsupervised ML Algorithm
Unsupervised ML algorithms decode data morphology from a dataset without reference to
already identified results. Different from supervised machine learning, unsupervised machine learning
methods are not ideal for regression and classification task based on the fact there is opaqueness of the
expected outcome. Hence, it is difficult to train the model Unsupervised learning finds applicability
in decoding the data fundamental structure. Of all the different types of unsupervised algorithm,
clustering is the most widely used. A detailed discussion about the types of the unsupervised machine
learning algorithms is given in the following subsections.
2.2.1. Clustering
K-Means
The modus operandi of K-means algorithm lies towards grouping unidentified data set into K
clusters or constellations. Simply by arranging datasets with same property into one cluster and
otherwise. Using the traditional K-means model, the norm between datasets denotes the degree of
resemblance. Hence, K-means sets out to discover K cluster centers, represented as [s1, . . . , sk], with
the norm between datasets and their closest center being reduced [54]. Grouping data points into
clusters centers can be implemented via a set of binary indicator variables pink ∈ [0,1]. On the occasion
that the data point xn is designated to the cluster center sk, then pink = 1. This can be modelled thus:
min
s,pi
∑N
n = 1
∑k
k = 1 pink||xn − sk||2
Subject to
∑K
k = 1 pink = 1, n = 1, . . . , N
(9)
K-means is a highly efficient and flexible algorithm with fast convergency rate. Note, an online
stochastic version of K-means exists along the with the oﬄine version [62]. References [50,52] analyzed
a strategy to deploy the K-means algorithm towards smart city and smart home data management with
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impressive outcomes. Unfortunately, this technique is confronted with numerous setbacks due to the
deployment of the Euclidean norm as a measure of comparison. Typically, the limitations arose because
of the categories of data variables being used, and cluster centers are unstable against datapoint located
outside the main region. Furthermore, the K-means model designates individual data point uniquely
to a cluster, which have the tendency of resulting to wrong clusters [46]. Maillo et al. [16] used Map
Reduce to study the several minute data sets suggesting a cluster approach for big capacity of minute
data driven by the K-means algorithm. Díaz-Morales et al. [47] deployed K-means in categorizing
and grouping traveling arrangement uniformities. Chomboon et al. [17] utilized a real-time event
processing and clustering model to sensor data via OpenIoT middleware which serves as an interface
for state-of-the-art analytical IoT applications.
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN)
The density-based approach to spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) is another
clustering algorithm that performs the structuring of data from unlabeled data labels, and has
found functionality in clustering citizen intelligent conduct [47,52]. In a DBSCAN, the primary goal
lies grouping a set of unidentified data group using density data points as a metrics. Using this
approach, clusters of complex data points (data points with many close neighbors) are regarded as
groups and blocs of data points with low-density are not in the main region of concentration [60].
Mahdavinejad et al. [29] fashioned an algorithm to train a DBSCAN model.
From the viewpoint of efficiency in a large dataset and robustness against outliers, DBSCAN
performs optimally. Furthermore, it can detect clusters of random shape (i.e., spherical, elongated, and
linear). Additionally, in contrast to K-means, which required a specified number of clusters, DBSCAN
determines the number of clusters based on the density of the data points [29]. However, DBSCAN is
faced with some challenges, including unstableness when presented with data with large disparities in
densities, thus leading to poor results. Furthermore, the algorithm fluctuates rapidly in the face of
distance metric which is a criterion to infer the density of a bloc [31]. Notwithstanding the discussed
limitations, DBSCAN is one of the most popular clustering algorithms used deployed in practical
use-cases of anomaly detection in temperature data [18] and X-ray crystallography [59]. The authors
of [19] is of the opinion that expertise in data streams discovery streams is crucial for research and
business. They deployed DBSCAN to a data stream exposing the cardinality of current classes and
thereafter, identifier the data. Similarly [52], deployed this model to infer the group random shape.
The DBSCAN model yields domains of random shape and outlying objects.
2.2.2. Feature Extraction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principle component analysis (PCA) is one of the most important preprocessing techniques
in machine learning. PCA is driven by the theorem of orthogonal projection in which data points
are projected onto L dimensional linear subspace, called the principal subspace, possessing the
most projected discrepancies [35]. Similarly, the aim can be construed as locating a comprehensive
orthonormal group of L linear M-dimensional basis vectors {wj} and the equivalent linear projections
of data points {znj} is designed in such a manner that, there is a reduction in the mean reconstruction
error, where x is the mean of all data points [55].
J = 1N
∑
n
||xˇn − xn||2
xˇn =
L∑
j = 1
znjw j + x
(10)
PCA application consists of data compression, whitening, and data visualization. Some of the
real-world applications of PCA are face recognition, interest rate derivative portfolios, and neuroscience.
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Notably, a kernelized version of PCA, called KPCA is available in the open domain specifically designed
for locating nonlinear principal components [44,56]. The benefits of PCA include a reduction in the
size of data, allowing for the estimation of probabilities in high-dimensional data, and rendering a set
of components that are uncorrelated. A high computational cost is considered the main disadvantage
for this algorithm.
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is a linear dimensionality reduction technique that is closely
related to PCA. Liu et al. [51] compared PCA with CCA for discovering sporadic faults and identifying
masking malfunctions of enclosed settings. CCA is considered superior in functionality to PCA from
the perspective of being capable to handle two or more variables simultaneously which contrasts PCA
that handles a single variable at a time. The main purpose is to locate an equivalent pair of extremely
cross-correlated linear subspaces. In the corresponding perfect pair subspaces, there exists a correlation
between individual element and an individual element from another subspace. An ideal result is
derived from resolving a generalized eigenvector problem [55].
Given two column vectors X = (x1, . . . , xn)′ and Y = (y1, . . . , ym)′ of random variables with finite
second moments, one may define the cross-covariance
∑
XY = cov(X, Y) to be the n × m matrix
whose (i, j) entry is the covariance cov(xi, yj). In practice, it can estimate the covariance matrix based
on sampled data from X and Y. Canonical-correlation analysis seeks vectors a (a∈ Rn) and b (b ∈ Rm)
such that the random variables aTX and bTY maximize the correlation ρ = corr (aTX, bTY). The random
variables U = aTX and V = bTY are the first pair of canonical variables. The solution set returns to
finding that vector which maximizes the equivalent correlation subject to the constraint that they
are uncorrelated with the first pair of canonical variables; this provides the second pair of canonical
variables. This procedure may be continued up to min {m, n} times.
(a′, b′) = max
a, b
corr(aTX, bTY) (11)
2.3. Neural Networks
Research into the neural networks (NNs) is quite broad and several research issues and challenges
exist. Nevertheless, multilayer perceptrons (MLP) is the predominant version of neural networks often
in practical deployment. Figure 4 provides a visual of the MLP archetype with a simple two-layer
system. The variables of the input vector x are units (neurons) in the input layer, ϕi(1) are the hidden
layer units, and ϕi(2) are the output layer units, that outputs y. The functionality of the units in each
layer are modified the nonlinear function of the actions executed in the previous layer. In ML, ϕ(.) is
termed as an activation function. In NNs, the activation function receives the linear input data and
converts them to non-linear data. For estimation assignment, a linear activation function is used, and
for multiclass classification, a softmax activation function is used [55,57]. Equation (12) denotes the
form of classification or regression task:
f (x, w(1), w(2)) = ϕ(2)(ϕ(1)(xT w(1))T w(2)) (12)
where w(1) = (w1(1), . . . , wM(1))T, ϕ(1) = (ϕ1(1), . . . ,ϕD(1))T, w(2) = (w1(2), . . . , wD(2))T, and ϕ(2) = (ϕ1(2),
. . . ,ϕP(2))T.
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When presented with an adequate hidden unit, an MLP having a minimum of two layers can
equate a random mapping originating from a finite input domain to a finite output domain [21–23].
Nevertheless, discovering the ideal set of weights w for an MLP can be modelled as NP-complete
optimization problem [24]. Several algorithms are used to training neural network models such as
stochastic gradient descent, adaptive delta, adaptive gradient, adaptive moment estimation, Nesterov’s
accelerated gradient, and RMSprob. The issues of generalization and overfitting reduction can be
addressed via weight decay, weight-sharing, early stopping, Bayesian fitting of neural nets, dropout,
and generative pre-training [22,29]. A two-layer MLP are equipped with controlled representation
and generalization. Hence, densely denoted functions with l layers admits an exponential size with
l-1 layers. Consequently, a different scheme might be considering an MLP having more a single
hidden layer, i.e., a deep NN (DNN), the various high-level functionality is accessed by the low-level
features [10,53]. NNs algorithms have assumed the de-facto model in ML models which has been
buoyed by the overwhelming outcomes [57]. Ma et al. [26] suggested a strategy of estimating the states
of IoT components using on an artificial NN. The analyzed architecture of the NN is a fusion of MLP
and a probabilistic NN. Ghaderi et al. [21] deployed an MLP for processing health data. Additionally,
MLP has been deployed for future energy consumption via predicting future energy data energy data
generation and how the redundancy of this data will be removed [21,26,48].
Syafrudin et. al. [64] developed a real-time monitoring system that utilizes IoT-based sensors to
collects temperature, humidity, accelerometer, and gyroscope data, and big data processing; where a
hybrid prediction model that consists of DBSCAN-based outlier detection is used and Random Forest
classification. DBSCAN was used to separate outliers from normal sensor data, while Random Forest
was utilized to predict faults—given the sensor data as input. The proposed model was evaluated and
tested at an automotive manufacturing assembly line in Korea. The results showed that IoT-based
sensors and the proposed big data processing system are sufficient to monitor the manufacturing
process. Furthermore, the proposed hybrid prediction model has better fault prediction accuracy than
other models given the sensor data as input. The proposed system is expected to support management
by improving decision-making and will help prevent unexpected losses caused by faults during the
manufacturing process.
Satija et. al. [65] design and development of a light-weight ECG SQA method for automatically
classifying the acquired ECG signal into acceptable or unacceptable class and real-time implementation
of proposed IoT-enabled ECG monitoring framework using ECG sensors, Arduino, Android phone,
Bluetooth, and cloud server. The proposed quality-aware ECG monitoring system consists of three
modules: (1) ECG signal sensing module, (2) automated signal quality assessment (SQA) module, and
(3) signal-quality aware (SQAw) ECG analysis and transmission module. The proposed framework is
tested and validated using the ECG signals taken from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia and Physionet challenge
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databases and the real-time recorded ECG signals under different physical activities. Experimental
results show that the proposed SQA method achieves promising results in identifying the unacceptable
quality of ECG signals and outperforms existing methods based on the morphological and RR interval
features and machine learning approaches. This paper further shows that the transmission of acceptable
quality of ECG signals can significantly improve the battery lifetime of IoT-enabled devices. The
proposed quality aware IoT paradigm has great potential for assessing the clinical acceptability of ECG
signals for the improvement of accuracy and reliability of unsupervised diagnosis system.
3. Research Trends and Open Issues
3.1. Privacy and Security
The IoT consists of plethora of divergent network nodes interconnected to one another and
transmitting vast volumes of data. IoT use cases can be categorized into various cases based on specific
characters and attributes. For IoT use-cases to be implemented correctly for data analysis, certain
issues must be addressed. Firstly, the privacy of the collected data must be guided jealously as the
data may include highly sensitive data such as personal, health and business-related data. Hence,
this privacy issue must be addressed. Secondly, as the number of data source increases alongside the
simplicity of IoT hardware, it has become imperative to study security constraints, such as network
security and data encryption. It is plausible that if adequate measures are not incorporated into the
strategy and execution of IoT devices, it may result in an unsecured network.
3.2. Real-Time Data Analytics
Based on the unique attributes of smart data, analytic algorithms are equipped to deal with big
data. Concisely, the IoT needs models that can study data emanating from various sources in real-time.
Many researchers have attempted to tackle this issue. In the presence of a large dataset, deep learning
algorithms can attain a high degree of accuracy if given enough training time. Unfortunately, deep
learning algorithms are easily corrupted by noisy smart data. Similarly, NN-based algorithms are
subject to inaccurate analysis. Equivalently, semi-supervised algorithms, which model a small amount
of identified data with a huge amount of unidentified data, can be helpful in IoT data analysis.
4. Conclusions and Recommendations
This study addresses the supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques that are
considered the main pillars of the IoT smart data analysis. Obtaining optimal results in smart data
analysis requires an in-depth understanding of data structure, discovering abnormal data points,
estimating parameters, estimating categories and extracting salient data features. For sequenced data
prediction and classification, the linear regression and SVM methods are the two most frequently
applied algorithms. The goals of the deployed models lie in processing and training high velocity
data. Another fast training algorithm is the classification and regression tree. Discovering abnormal
data points and irregularities in smart data, these notable algorithms can be executed. Namely, the
one-class SVM or PCA-based anomaly detection method. Both can train anomalies and noisy data
with a high degree of accuracy. The SVM is one of the commonly used classification algorithms. The
algorithm has the capacity to handle huge dataset classifying them into various categories. Based on
this unique attribute of SVM, it is widely deployed in areas where the data has huge volume, data
sources coming from various sources, and where smart data processing algorithms are needed. To
discover the structure of unlabeled data, clustering algorithms can provide the most appropriate tools.
K-means is the most widely used clustering algorithm and it is equipped to work with huge data
volume cutting across a broad spectrum of data source. PCA and CCA are the two most prominent
algorithms features extraction. Furthermore, CCA has the capacity to depict a correlation between two
groups of data. A type of PCA or CCA is ideal to locate data anomalies. To predict the categories of
data, neural networks are suitable learning models for function approximation problems. Moreover,
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because smart data should be accurate and require a long training time, a multi-class neural network
could provide an appropriate solution. Research on the ML indicate that several challenges remain.
This article has highlighted some shortcomings and challenges that exist with respect to some aspects
of supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques, as well as future research that may
prove beneficial in pursuing this vision as a useful technology.
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